
 

Why Premiate – “Rewarded”? 

A group of trattorie rewarded by time, by history and by our clientele. At least, that’s how we define 

ourselves. A passion handed down generation by generation, from father to son, grandfather to grand-

child. Trattorie that have been growing with the passing of time, slowly, while transforming memory into a 

new identity. 

Why Trattorie? 

Because Traditional Trattorie are cultural places for the protection of our land. Well-cared for trattorie, 

typical restaurants, osterie, locande and wine shops with a kitchen, where the food and wine of our land 

are the protagonists. We work and enhance local produce, the customs and traditions of many small 

“Culinary Kingdoms” that make Italy a great dining country. We believe traditional trattorie represent the 

heart of the Italian Cuisine. Every family, every foreigner who visits Italy, knows and wants the dishes that 

have been a symbol of our towns over time. We offer these dishes in the most authentic recipe, we prepare 

them with the best local ingredients, knowing that what we do can help save and re-launch our lands. 

Why Italian? 

Because in our trattorie you will find the culinary excellence of the area of Italy where we are located. 

Because in our trattorie you will get to enjoy the produce of the local and unknown wine maker, butcher, 

cheese maker or artisan who work hard to save local traditions. Because in our trattorie you can enjoy the 

culture and the rural history of many small “Culinary Kingdoms”. Because in our trattorie you can find the 

sympathy and the soul of the owners of the past, and you will be rewarded by personal and polite service. 

Because we try to best interpret the “Italian trattoria”. 

Franco of “La Crepa”, Sergio of “La Brinca”, Alberto of “Amerigo 1934”, Moreno of “Locanda al Gambero 

Rosso” and Avgustin of “Lokanda Devetak” 

Located in different villages and towns, our trattorie offer their local cuisine à la carte or in tasting menus. 

The prices are reasonable and shown clearly on the menu, the wine and beer lists are extensive and allow 

the customer to choose bottle or glass. At our trattorie you will find a lot of information, brochures, maps 

and books about the area where we are located, including shopping advice and available accommodation. 

 


